
A web of  correlations can help or hurt you.  
Be the spider, not the fly.  

Quote from Jim Frost,  http://blog.minitab.com/blog/adventures-in-statistics 1 

Stealth Assessment in Games: 
To measure & support learning 

Valerie Shute, FSU, MARC (October 16, 2014) 
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Teach. Stop. Test. Repeat.  3 

Assessment 
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http://blog.minitab.com/blog/adventures-in-statistics


Collaborative Learning 
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Games, Learning, Assessment 

Claim 1 

Good games can act 
as transformative 
environments to 
support skill 
development and 
deep, meaningful 
learning. 

Claim 2 

Learning is best 
when it is active, 
interesting, goal-
oriented, and 
contextualized (i.e., 
features of good 
games).  

Claim 3 

Stealth assessment 
can collect dynamic 
evidence of learning 
in real-time, at 
various grain sizes 
(and use info to 
support learning).   

+ + + 
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Define 21st century 
competencies & good games 

Overview evidence-centered 
design 

Describe stealth assessment 

Illustrate approach in Physics 
Playground (formerly 

) 

Game Plan 
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21st Century 
Competencies  
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Persistence 

Critical Thinking 
Collaboration 

Problem 
Solving  

Systems Thinking 

Empathy 

Creativity 
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Persistence 

Critical Thinking 
Collaboration 

Problem 
Solving 

Systems Thinking 

Empathy 

Creativity 
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One problem with 
embracing new skills is 
shortage of valid & reliable 
assessments.  

work as succeeding in our 
complex world not 
optimally measured by MC 
tests or self-report.  

Re-think assessment! 

Challenges 
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You can discover more  
about a person in one 
hour of play than in a  
year of conversation.  

Plato 
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Games 
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Faces of  
 

 
of all ages! 
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Engagement 
here? 

Not so much. 
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Why games as assessments? 
1. Good games are engaging and require a player to apply 

various competencies to succeed (e.g., problem solving).  

2. Games are also ubiquitous. A survey of 1,102 youth (ages 12 -
17) found that 97% play video games: boys=99%; girls=94% 
(Lenhart et al., 2008).  
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Good Game Elements 

1. Interactive problem 
solving  

2. Specific goals/rules   

3. Adaptive challenges 

4. Control 

5. Ongoing feedback 
6. Sensory Stimuli 
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Interactivity 

Goals 

Challenges 

Control 

Feedback 

Stimuli 

Gestalt of Games 
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Accurate & Rich  
Learner Models 

Seamless &  
Ubiquitous 

Stealth Assessment Features 

Formative, not 
Summative 

 

Invisible assessment, transparent support! 19 

ECD  
(e.g., Mislevy, Steinberg, & Almond, 2003) 

Assessment Models & Metrics 

Monitor & Diagnose Success 
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Allows us to:  
Extract ongoing info 
from a learner 
Make accurate 
inferences of 
competencies 
React in immediate & 
helpful ways.  

Stealth Assessment 

Accomplished via automated scoring and machine-
based reasoning techniques.  

21 The Team! 22 

Project Overview 

Develop and evaluate 
assessments for creativity, 
conscientiousness, & 
conceptual physics.  

Embed assessments in Physics 
Playground. 

Collect gameplay data and link 
to the  
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Research Study/Questions 

Sample: N = 168 ninth-grade students 
 

Design: 4 hr. gameplay + pretest & posttest 
 

Questions:  
1. Are the stealth assessment measures valid? 

2. Do kids learn qualitative physics from NP?  

3. Do kids enjoy the game-based assessment?  
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Physics Playground 

Goal: guide a         to a       . 
Everything obeys basic rules 
of physics (e.g., gravity, 
Newton's 3 laws).  

Player draws physical objects 
that "come to life" when 
drawn (e.g., levers, ramps, 
pendulums) to get ball to 
balloon.  

 

 
Players can solve problems in many different ways, striving for 
the awesomest one.  
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Relative location of ball to balloon. If balloon is above ball, 
forces player to use lever, pulley, springboard, or pendulum 
to solve the problem (0-1).   

Obstacles. If pathway between ball and balloon is 
obstructed, player must project ball in specific trajectory 
(0-2). 

Distinct agents of force/motion.  A problem may 
require one or more agents to get ball to the balloon (0-1).  

Novelty. A problem is not like any other problems played 
so solution is not easily determined from prior experiences 
(0-2). 

Difficulty Indices 
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Springboard: Difficulty 

Sunny Day: Easy SB Leprechaun: Medium SB 
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Success in  
NP 

Creativity Conscientiousness  Conceptual 
Physics 
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Cognitive  
Skills 

Dispositions 

Fluency 

Flexibility 

Originality 

Openness to experience 

Willingness to take risks 

Number of agents used in a problem 

Number of drawn objects per solved problem 

Number of drawn objects per unsolved problem 

Number of correct agents attempted in the problem 

Difference among frequencies of agent use [per session] [R] 

Consecutive use of incorrect agent [R] 

Tolerance for ambiguity 

Design  

Problem 
solving  

Number of objects in a homemade problem 

Number of colors in a homemade problem 

Rating of originality on a homemade problem 

Observables/Indicators Unobservables/Constructs 

Difference between ball trajectory in a solution 
from the expected trajectory  
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Persistence 

Time on difficult problem 

Perfectionism 
Gold trophy solution [0/1]  

Number of objects used in a solution [R] 

Number of restarts on unsolved problem 

Observables/Indicators Unobservables/Constructs 

Number of revisits to unsolved problem 

Number of object limits reached in a problem [R] 

Number of unsolved problems with extremely 
long play times [per session] [R] 

Number of problems visited, solved and unsolved 
[per session] 

Time 
management  

Resource 
management  

Caution 

Control 

Organization 

Carefulness 
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three laws 

Angular 
momentum  

Potential & 
Kinetic 
Energy  

Spring board 

Ramp 

Pendulum  

Lever  
Time to obtain silver trophy on problem [R] 

Time to obtain gold trophy on problem [R] 

Silver trophy on problem (0/1)  

Gold trophy on problem (0/1) 

Correct agent used in unsolved problem 

Time spent on incorrect agent(s) in 
problem [R] 

Observables/Indicators Unobservables/Constructs 

Time spent on unsolved problem [R] 

Agents 
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Ramp: Used to change the direction 
of the motion of the ball (or another 
object). 

Lever: Rotates around a fixed point 
usually called a fulcrum or pivot 
point.   

Pendulum:  Directs an impulse 
tangent to its direction of motion. 
Secured at the top by a pin.  

Springboard: Stores elastic potential 
energy from falling weight; becomes 
kinetic as weight is released. 

Agents of Force/Motion 
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Log files give detailed info on 
agents drawn per per level.   

makes 
inferences (at ~ 95% accuracy 
compared with human ratings) 
on type of agent drawn.  

Each agent characterized by 
presence (and absence) of 
certain features. 

Agent ID System 
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Log snapshot 
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Level-level log data 
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Evidence  
Identification 

36 



Agent ID System 
Agent Monitor Trigger Identify Trigger 

Ramp Event 
Ball touches Primary Object (PO) 
  
Conditions 

Object has never rotated > 20 degrees 

Event 
Positive ID conditions met OR ball stops touching PO 
  
Conditions  

Object has never rotated > 20 degrees 
Ball moves along object: (>25% in horiz.) OR (>11% horiz. AND >4% vert.) OR 
(>4% horiz. AND >11% vert.) 

Lever Event 
Secondary Object falls on Object 
  
Conditions 

Secondary object has elevated downward 
momentum (vertical momentum < -.05 kg m/s) 
Object has <= 1 pin (attached to static object) 
Object has not moved much recently (less than 2% 

 

Event 
¾ seconds pass from Monitor Trigger 
  
Conditions 

Object has touched ball since Monitor Trigger 
Object has rotated > 20 degrees since Monitor  

  
Trigger 

Ball has reached an apex 4% higher than at Monitor Trigger 

Pendulum  
Strike 

Event 
Object touches ball 
  
Conditions 

Object has 1 pin 
Object has rotated > 20 degrees 
Object has non-zero rotational velocity 

Event 
     ¾ seconds pass from Monitor  
 
Trigger 
Condition 

Ball moved moderately since Monitor Trigger (> 15% screen) 

Springboard Event 
Object has elevated rotational velocity (>1.5 m/s) 
  
Conditions 

 
Object has 2+ pins (attaches to a static object)  

Event 
     ¾ seconds pass from Monitor Trigger 
  
Conditions 

Object has touched ball since Monitor Trigger 
Ball has reached an apex 6% higher than at Monitor Trigger 37 
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Event 
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Event
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Lever Event
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Conditions
Secondary object has elevated downward 
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Object has <= 1 pin (attached to static object)
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Event
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Conditions
Object has touched ball since Monitor Trigger
Object has rotated > 20 degrees since Monitor 

Trigger
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Springboard Event
Object has elevated rotational velocity (>1.5 m/s)

Conditions

Object has 2+ pins (attaches to a static object) 

Event
     ¾ seconds pass from Monitor Trigger

Conditions
Object has touched ball since Monitor Trigger
Ball has reached an apex 6% higher than at Monitor Trigger 38 

Agent ID System 
Agent Monitor Trigger Identify Trigger 
Pendulum  
Strike 

Event 
Object touches ball 
  
Conditions 

Object has 1 pin 
Object has rotated > 
20 degrees 
Object has non-zero 
rotational velocity 

Event 
     ¾ seconds pass from Monitor  
 
Trigger 
Condition 

Ball moved moderately since 
Monitor Trigger (> 15% screen) 
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Videos 

40 



Evidence  
Accumulation 

41 

Evidence Accumulation 
1. Data per level  summed over all instances to produce 

raw indicator data (e.g., time on level, number 
restarts, gold trophy <0/1>) 

2. Data per session summed across levels for some 
variables (e.g., number of levels attempted, applicable 
agents created) 

3. We obtained cut scores from frequency distributions 
of raw observables 

4. For each indicator, created Low, Med, High levels to 
feed into BN 
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Validity of stealth 
assessment 

47 

Compare 3 stealth 
assessment estimates to 
validated external 
measures. 

Correlations should be 
reasonably high but not 

measures are fairly 
limited.  Stealth assessment estimate 

Validation 
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Validation 

Creativity 

Openness self-report  

test  fluency 

test  originality  

+ 

+ 

Conscientiousness stealth 
assessment  

+ 

ns 
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External Measures 

Openness self-report  test 
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Conscientiousness 

Validation 

Self-report measure of  
Conscientiousness (IPIP) 

Openness self-report  

test (1983) 

+ 

ns 

Creativity stealth assessment  

+ 

ns 
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Adaption of anagram test and 
picture comparison test 

Self-report measure of conscientiousness 

External Measures 
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Adaption of anagram test and picture comparison test 

External Measures 
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Physics Test 
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Physics Test 
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How did playing Physics 
Playground affect the quality of 
the assessment, learning, and 
enjoyment? 
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Correlations: Pretest Scores and P2 Trophies 

Physics EAP .41** 

Ramp-gold .27** 

Lever-gold .22** 

Pendulum-gold .31** 

Springboard-gold .40** 

External measure of 
physics knowledge 
(pretest/posttest) 
correlated with in-
game measures of 
mastery (gold 
trophies per agent).  

Construct Validity: External &  
In-game Physics (  = 166) 

N = 166; ** p < .01; EAP = p(H)  p(L); 
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Results: Construct Consistency  

Physics 
Competency  

Ramp 
gold 

Lever 
gold 

Pendulum 
gold 

Springboard 
gold 

.37 .37 .35 .33 

.82 .80 .80 .80 

1. CFA  Gold trophies by four agents:  X2/df < 3, CFI > .95, RMSEA < .05, SRMR < .05  

2. Intraclass correlation = .85 (Ramp, Level, Pendulum, Springboard gold trophies) 
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1. Intraclass correlation = .82 (Easy, Medium, Hard gold trophies) 

Results: Construct Consistency  

Easy 
gold 

Medium 
gold 

Hard 
gold 

r =.77 

r =.53 

r =.66 

2.  alpha = .87  
Data: gold trophy info (NA, 0, 1)  
Valid Cases: 110 (out of 169) 
Levels: 29 (out of 74) 
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Learning: Significant 
difference between pretest 
& posttest scores: F (1, 153) 
= 4.24; p < .05 simply after 4 
hr gameplay.   

Enjoyment: Kids enjoyed 
the game (1=dislike; 5=like; 
M=4, SD = 1). Males & 
females enjoyed equally 
(after controlling for 
pretest). 

Results: Learning & Fun 
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Wrapping it Up 
Preparing kids to succeed in 21st 
century requires supporting new 
competencies.   
 

assessments that are valid & reliable 
to meet new educational needs (e.g., 
ECD and stealth assessment).  
 
Immersive games are fun/engaging, 
and enable learning within complex, 
realistic, and relevant environments.  
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Next Steps:  Formative Assessment 
We can gather good evidence for accurate, 
real-time estimates of competencies. 

This info can be used by (a) teachers (to 
adjust instruction & give good feedback), (b) 
system (to select new gaming experiences), 
and/or (c) students (to reflect on how 

doing via progress indicators).   
Examine relationships among: affective 
states, engagement, persistence, and 
learning (study with Baker & ).  

Engagement 

Affect 
Persistence Learning 

e.g.,  
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Thank you! 
 

Questions? 
 

Email: vshute@fsu.edu 
Website: http://www.myweb.fsu.edu/vshute 

Play P2:  http://empiricalgames.org/projects.html# 
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